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One of the benefits to owning a video transfer business is the
opportunity we have to see and hear the experiences many of
our  clients  took  the  time  to  record.  We’ve  learned  to
recognize the many scenes that repeatedly appear in a lot of
the video we handle: Chuckee Cheese Birthday parties, trips to
Hawaii or the Grand Canyon, visits to Disneyland, Sea World,
Marineland, and more. But there’s one scene that keeps popping
up in various films or tapes we handle which we could not
identify.

I finally learned of its source. In 1957, a theme park in
North Carolina was launched, supposedly the first in the state
and one of the first in the nation. It’s called Tweetsie
Railroad  and  it  is  still  operating  today  (although  it  is
currently closed awaiting the end of the Covid-19 pandemic).

It is home to two narrow gauge steam locomotives (No. 12
“Tweetsie”, and No. 190, “Yukon Queen”) which pull visitors
along a 3 mile loop around a mountain near Blowing Rock, NC.
Other rides, events, and family attractions were added over
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the years to make Tweetsie Railroad a perennial favorite among
tourists and railroad enthusiasts or “foamers” as some call
themselves.

The scene which keeps appearing in the videos of my clients is
apparently filmed during the train ride. As the 100 year old
steam locomotive pulls its cars around a bend, it stops in
front  of  a  lovingly  recreated  wild  west  town  where  cast
members  enact  a  brazen  and  entertaining  train
robbery/shootout. It’s nice to finally know where to go to see
it live. It is just one more item to added to the bucket list.

Michael Ondrasik and Home Video Studio Mount Dora specialize
in  the  preservation  of  family  memories  through  the
digitalization of film, videotapes, audio recordings, photos,
negatives, and slides. For more information, call 352-735-8550
or visit our website.
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